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       There's never any reason to trust someone. If there's a reason, then it's
not trust. -Terence 
~Gerald Morris

I take it that he is more than just a woodcutter. "No one is just a
woodcutter, " replied Terence. "A person's always more than his
present occupation. 
~Gerald Morris

I have this recurring nightmare where I'm lost in a strange forest, and
my only hope is your sense of direction. Enough to give a fellow the
sweats, it is. 
~Gerald Morris

He expects us to kill him," Palomides said to Dinadan. "Some people
are so demanding," Dinadan replied. "Considering we've only just met, I
mean. 
~Gerald Morris

How did they know that I was the one who saved them?" "They don't.
You're the third knight they've celebrated over since it happened. 
~Gerald Morris

They've named the well after you." "How did they know my name?"
"They don't. They invented one. 
~Gerald Morris

Whatever you seize for yourself is worthless. Only what is given you
has value. 
~Gerald Morris

Which do you hate more: breaking your word or dying?" "I don't know.
I've never done either. 
~Gerald Morris
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Very well. I shall try to think like an idiot. 
~Gerald Morris

Lynet scowled. "I'm just so tired of young knights wearing their father's
armor and dreaming romantic dreams riding up to their death. 
~Gerald Morris

Brave? Or stupid?" Roger shrugged. "I've never been quite sure where
brave stopped and stupid began, myself. 
~Gerald Morris
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